The purpose of this paper is to study Abelian groups with a norm whose values are in another Abelian group having an order relation. Postulates on the ordering are given which are sufficient for the space to be a topological group under the neighborhood system of this norm. It is seen that the added assumption that the ordering is Archimedian implies the space is a subset of a normed linear space. A differential is defined in the general space. This is seen to be closely related to the Fréchet differential if the ordering is Archimedian. DEFINITION 1. An S-space is a set S which is an Abelian group with a relation a>@ (or a</3) defined for some pairs a, /3 of elements of 5 and satisfying the postulates:
1. If a>/3, and j3>7, then a>y. *+yNN|+lbl|. nx\\ = | n\ |p|| for all integers n. By use of condition (2) of Definition 1, it is easily seen that an equivalent definition of 5-spaces would result from replacing (4) by the condition that a>/3 implies the impossibility of ce<j3. Also, the proof of Theorem 1 would be much simpler if it were assumed that a>0 whenever na>0 for some positive integer n. Condition (2) of Definition 1 would then be unnecessary as far as this theorem is concerned. An 5-space of a G 8 -space is more restricted than the postulates of Definition 1 alone would indicate. This is shown by the following two theorems : THEOREM Xtt , -x is also continuous. DEFINITION 3. An S-space is Archimedian if for every €i>0 and €2>0 of S there exists a positive integer n such that t2<nt\.
The following is an example of a G s -space whose S-space is not Archimedian. Let S be the set of complex numbers, and G 8 the same set. Let ||^+^|| = |^| +|y|^, and a+bi>c+di if and only if b>d or b = d and a>c. These spaces clearly satisfy the postulates of DefiNumbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. nitions 1 and 2. But if a = l+0-i and j3 = l-H, then there is no number n such that na>fi.
Let 5 be the set of all real numbers, G 8 the set of all complex numbers x+yi with x and y rational, and ||#+;yi|| = |x+^"|. This is a Gv-space whose 5-space is Archimedian, but which is itself a subset of the normed linear space of all complex numbers. The meaning of assuming that an 5-space is Archimedian is further shown by the following results. LEMMA 
. For a given Archimedian G s -space G\ there is a normed linear space Ti which contains Gi as a subset and which is contained in every normed linear space containing G\. Also, every element of T\ is a limit point of elements of G\.
PROOF. AS noted above, there is a normed linear space T with GiQT. Then J[% ml aiXiÇzT for any numbers a» and elements Xi of Gi, such multiplication being defined in T. The set T\ of all such elements of T is clearly a linear space and as a linear subset of T is a normed linear space. Because of (2) of Definition 2, for any number a and element XoÇzGi there are numbers a* such that lim^ace t *=a and otiXo is an element of Gi. Let #=2^"ia t -#*€E2 n i, where XiÇzGu and let 6 be any positive number. Choose numbers a t such that |a t ---on] <e/n\\xi\\ and oaXiCLGx for each i. Then ||x-Xlt-i^*^*!!^6 an d y E£miOL&i<E.Gi. Hence every element of jfi is a limit point of elements of G\. From this, it is clear that TiQT' for any normed linear space T' containing G\.
The usual definition of a linear function as being additive and continuous will be used in the following. If the G 8 -space is Archimedian, then the theory of the differential as defined below becomes a consequence of the established theory of Fréchet differentiation of functions with arguments and values in normed linear spaces. DEFINITION 4. Let G\ and G 2 be any two Gy-spaces. If f(x) is a function on a neighborhood U\ of #o£Gi to G 2 , then f(x) is differentiate at x~xo if there exists a function ƒ(x 0 ; ôx) on G\ to G% defined for all elements ôx of Gi and such that: 
